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The Qur’anic text and Qur’anic manuscripts:
canon, canonization, and canonical text (or base text, reference text, 
standard text, or Ḥafṣ ʿan ʿĀṣim Reading + majority text)

From: Shady Nasser, The Second Canonization of the Qur'an (324/936): 
Ibn Mujahid and the Founding of the Seven Readings. Brill 2020, p.9
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Early Qur’anic Manuscripts (Script styles and classification 
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a) Q. Palimpsest MS Studies:
why did they erase/cancel Q.text? 



a) Q. Palimpsest MS Studies:
editing the manuscripts



b) Variants and Qirāʾāt

It is of course obvious that all the information we can gather regarding the text of these early codices is 
of the utmost importance for the textual criticism of the Koran. This in the absence of any direct 
manuscript evidence gives us our sole witness to the types of text which ‘Uthman’s standard text 
superseded.
Arthur Jeffery,  Materials for the History of the Text of the Qur’ān. The Old Codices. The Kitāb al-maṣāḥif of Ibn Abī Dāwūd together with a Collection of the Variant Readings 
from the Codices of Ibn Ma‘sūd, Ubai, ‘Alī, Ibn ‘Abbās, Anas, Abū Mūsā and other early Qur’ānic Authorities which Present a Type of Text anterior to that of the Canonical 
text of ‘Uthmān. Leiden, Brill, 1937, pp.14-15

Like other ancient writings, the Qur’an is not a completely uniform text. What is perhaps more unusual 
is that such textual variance is not just a feature of the Qur’an’s manuscript transmission, but was 
enthusiastically embraced by medieval Muslim scholars, who devoted much effort to cataloguing variant 
readings (singular qirāʾa) of the Qur’anic text. The final section of this chapter will attempt to convey 
some sense of the nature and extent of these transmitted variants.
Nicolai Sinai , The Qur'an: A Historical-Critical Introduction. Edinburgh University Press 2017, [Subchapter. Textual Variance, p.30]



up to 2005 - Absence of any Direct MS evidence
2005 – Variants also in Manuscripts
2017 - Variants not just in Manuscripts
2021 - Plan

b) Variants and Qirāʾāt



SplitsTree, PAUP, RaxML, PHYML, Mesquite, etc.

MrBayes
Bayesian Metropolis-coupled Markov chain Monte Carlo analysis
Network

c) Variants processed by Phylogenetic Software



https://uni-tuebingen.de/fakultaeten/mathematisch-
naturwissenschaftliche-
fakultaet/fachbereiche/informatik/lehrstuehle/algorithms
-in-bioinformatics/software/splitstree/
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c) Variants in Phylogenetic Analysis



Q.8_14b.nex.35pc

Network after regularization of all the variants with 
the exception of the lexical variants. Lexical 
variants involving the vowel-dot system have been 
regularized = 

Including all the characters from the I, E and F 
columns, but regularizing all the variants with the 
exception of the lexical variants. Lexical variants 
expressed by different vowel-dots are excluded



-> New Research Questions
-> Methodology

Proper Encoding and

Proper Decoding



To Transform Texts into Structured/Processable 
data having a solid understanding of the text script

‘No one should employ a personal system of signs 
in his book which no one else can understand and 
which throws others into confusion’

Ibn al-Ṣalāḥ al-Shahrazuri (d. 643/1245)
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Vowel Dots System
P r e v i o u s  s t u d i e s

Catalogues’ notes (Abbott 1939, Levi  Della Vida 1947, Déroche 1983, 1992)

Dutton (1999, 2000), Cellard (2015), George (2015)
al-Dānī’s treatise (al-muḥkam fī naqṭ al-maṣāḥif)

Muehlhaeusler 2016 (similar to Kaplony’s hypothesis 2008)
Bursi 2018, mainly on consonantal diacritics 

General rules regulating the system as described in al-Dānī
+ habits of vocalizers according to their region, i.e. the vocalisers (nuqqāt) of the 
people of Madina; the vocaliser of the people of al-Andalus, etc.

MSS situations: some dots  do not follow the rules as described in al-Dānī
Note in Dutton 2017



Vowel Dots System: accuracy and later standard
P r e v i o u s  s t u d i e s :  D u t t o n  2 0 1 7

 ٌ ٰ َ ۡ ا ۡ  َو َ ُ  ُ َُ رُ
And there are those [camels] whose backs are forbidden (Q.6:138) 

“Red dots, however, directly above the mīms of munkhaniqa and mutaraddiya suggest 
that these vowels may not always have been positioned in what one might consider 
an accurate way by later standards!” (Dutton 2017: 22).

The possible reading expressed by two dots in  wa-ʾanʿāmun ḥurrimat ẓuhūruhā in his 
list of  “Variants Involving the Pointing of Vowels and Consonants” (Dutton 2017: 26).



MS BnF Ar. 330f, ff. 37v and 38 r (Q.4:154-5:2)

script A1 
(early Abbasid style 
with transitional 
features between 
ḥijāzī and later 
Abbasid styles)

fā’ (a stroke below) and 
qāf (a stroke above)

Sīn: three strokes 
placed below the letter,
the letter is muhmala
(“neglected”), not 
provided with diacritics 
(is not muʿjam)

archaic structure of 
the numerals (tens 
and units)



 ۡ ُ َ َو ۡ Rا َ e f . T e x t :

w   y u s  ( s i c )  t a  h   z a   u

w  yu ( s i c )   s  ( s i c )  t a  h   z a ʾ ( s i c )    u  ( s i c )

w  y s t h z A

W  Y    S    B   H   R   A

w  y u s t a h z a u

Q.4:140 “…when you hear god's signs 
being disbelieved and made mock of, do 
not sit with them until …”

Consonantal skeleton

Consonantal diacritics

Dots

muhmala (not muʿjam)

miniature letters and hamza

19 ff = about 4500 dots, 841 miniature letters and 144 hamza signs 

MS BnF 330f, f.36r Sūra al-Nisā’, Q. 4:140 – 4:144



2 8 4  m i n i a t u r e  l e t t e r  w ā w a s  c a s e  a n d  m o o d  e n d i n g

1. REDUNDANT INFORMATION (/u/dot, +ᵘ)

2. MISSING INFORMATION ( dot, +ᵘ)

3. DIFFERENT INFORMATION (/a/,/i/dot, +ᵘ) 97%

1%1%1%

284 miniature wāw 

redundancy (/u/dot, +ᵘ)

missing (∅dot, +ᵘ)

different reading (/a/,/i/+ᵘ)

different reading (/u/ dot, no wāw)

4. NO INFORMATION (/u/ dot, no +ᵘ)



Preliminary results:
• Dots and further signs are a markup system to annotate the 

text, and manuscripts have different layers of markup



Preliminary results:
• Dots and further signs are a markup system to annotate the 

text, and manuscripts have different layers of markup
• Partially dotted manuscripts are a lens to understand the 

patterns in the use of dots and their function (they are vowel 
sounds, vowels with grammatical import, and express the 
rules for the science of tajwid, and variant readings)

• Markup system as expression of the intertwined world of the 
oral and written transmission (InterSaME)

• Case study: Redundancy check code of miniature letters
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